The Most Renowned RFID
Linen Tracking and Management
Solution on the Market

LINEN MANAGER
Simply the Best Asset Management Software You Can Find for Linens!
Foundation Logic’s Linen Manager maintains detailed information about every item of linen in
the system, accurately recording location, status, availability and use history. Track linens and
towels to the laundry and back. Determine the actual life cycle of each item, know your current
inventory levels and establish accurate future purchasing requirements.

Automate Your Processes
Send linens with exact count to laundry
Receive linens and know what’s outstanding
Assign assets to correct linen closets
Know what to purchase, when and how much
Receive ordered linen and automatically add to data base
Take real time inventory quickly and more accurately

Real Time Inventory
With Linen Manager, taking inventory is incredibly accurate and no
longer labor intensive. Process thousands of linens simultaneously
without the need to touch a single item. Laundry hamper reading 		
stations can scan up to 900 items per second!
By using our specialized RFID reader hardware options such as the
RFID Enabled Laundry Chute and Laundry Hamper, you can process
large piles of linen simultaneously, reducing labor hours by
eliminating the need to handle each item.

Complete and Accurate Reports
Standardized reports help you track what was sent
to the laundry, what was received from the laundry,
and what items have not yet returned. Linen Manager
features an intuitive user interface that simplifies
performing data queries and report writing.

HERE’S THE FLOW:
LINEN CLOSET
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Linen closets are
stocked based on
information retrieved
from Linen Manager.

HAMPER READING
STATION

RECEIVING

GUEST ROOMS
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When clean linen and
terry arrive from laundry
all items are scanned.

All items with RFID tags
are defined in the software.

Linens and terry are
taken from closets to
guest rooms.
Rag-Outs are recorded
as “Lost” and RFID tags
retrieved for future use.

LAUNDRY
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Soiled linen bins
are scanned and
dispatched to the
laundry.
Hand-held
scanners take
inventory in
real-time.

HAMPER READING
STATION

• Reading Stations can scan up to 900 items per second in a single pass.
• All inventory accomplished without touching a single item.

MANAGE INVENTORY.
REDUCE COST.
UNIFORM MANAGER

An RFID Tracking, Management, and
Inventory Replenishment System

TOWEL MANAGER

A Robust RFID Solution to Help You
Manage and Maintain Your Towel Inventory

LINEN MANAGER

The Most Renowned RFID Linen Tracking
and Management Solution on the Market

LAUNDRY MANAGER

Use RFID Tracking Technology to Automate,
Manage and Control Laundry Operations

ASSET MANAGER

The Most Renowned Asset Management System
on the Market!

SCAN THE CODE
to learn more.
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